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Apple TV+
Introduction
Apple’s new subscription streaming service,
Apple TV+, has launched across the globe
with a highly curated offer of original and
exclusive shows from Hollywood’s elite.
It will inevitably be compared to other SVOD
services, especially Netflix and Amazon, but in
many ways it is not comparable, with both the
content offer and overall strategic imperatives
very different.
Apple TV+ is the next pillar in Apple’s overall strategy for TV. A strategy that supports both its hardware business
and the drive for greater services revenues. Apple TV+ fits in well with Apple’s vision where the future of services
means frictionless access to always available media, news, games and payment. Embedded firmly within the
Apple TV App ecosystem that includes access to third party streaming services, Apple’s own movie and TV store,
and a growing offer of premium third party services with Apple TV Channels.
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Apple Inc.
Services Ecosystem
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Retail & Rental movies and TV, with additional
3rd Party Apps all aggregated within one App.
Transactional, subscription and free services.

Video game subscription service for iOS,
iPadOS, tvOS, and macOS devices.

Original video content subscription service
from Apple available for a monthly fee.

Subscription online storage and back-up
service for storing and synchronising info
between devices (on top of free tier).

Marketplace for 3rd party subscription OTT
video services, allowing sign-up, billing and
viewing all through the App.

Subscription and retail digital music streaming
service.

Credit card designed primarily to be used with
Apple Pay on Apple devices.

Subscription news service on top of free tier
available in North America, UK and Australia.

e-Book reading platform synced between
Apple devices with a store for e-books and
audiobooks

Digital distribution platform for first-party and
third-party apps, acting as front end store while
supporting additional in-app purchases

Apple service revenue includes licensing for third-party built in services (Google search) and a proportion of hardware sales to account for first-party built in services (Maps, Siri)

Apple Inc.
Services Ecosystem - Layering Subscription Tiers
Apple have not announced plans for bundles but rumours circulate that TV & Music could be offered at a reduced
price. This would present a threat to Spotify and was reportedly resisted by one or more of the Music Labels.
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$4.99

$4.99

$9.99

$9.99

Family Sharing with up to
six members

Family Sharing with up to
six members

Family Sharing with up to
six members

Add $5 for Family Plan
allowing up to six members

Apple Inc.
Services Revenues
Annual Revenues (US$B) by Category
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$12.5B high in
Q3 2019
Up from $10.6B in
Q3 2018
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Apple has a strategic target of generating over $50 billion annually in services revenues. Strengthening the
overall ecosystem that secures revenue generating users is core to achieving that target.
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Source: Apple Releases, July 2019

Apple TV App
Apple TV Ecosystem - Within the Apple TV App
Apple TV Store & Streaming Services
Surfaces content from all entitled services, uses AI and recommendation engine to select content
Rent, Buy and watch iTunes content within the App, including all legacy purchases
Stream TV Everywhere, Catch-up, Virtual Pay-TV, SVOD and any OTT service available through tvOS
Apple’s Original Video Subscription Service
Highly curated SVOD featuring original stories from the top tier of the video talent market
Service available for $4.99 per month, free for 12 months with new device purchases
Ad free, on demand, stream and/or download and watch offline - exclusively through the Apple TV App
Apple’s Marketplace for Premium Third Party Streaming Services
Joining Amazon, Roku and others in the battle to become the super aggregator of video content
Offering integrated access to Premium subscription OTT services
Distinct from Streaming Services by playing out content within Apple TV app and providing billing
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Apple TV App
Accessibility
It is through the Apple TV App that users can access all of the components of Apple TV, including not just the
newly launched Apple TV+ content, but rentals and purchases, tvOS streaming services (3rd party Apps) and
a growing number of Apple TV Channels. The Apple TV App has been broadening its reach to consumers, in
addition to Apple TV boxes, iPhones, iPads and Macs the App is now becoming available on third party devices.
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Apple TV App
Accessibility - now available on 3rd party hardware
Apple confirmed in March a key change for Apple TV, the App would now be available on third party hardware.
The App is fully integrated into selected 3rd party streaming devices and Smart TVs. In the case of some TVs
AirPlay 2 support will allow users to stream content from their iPhones or iPads to the TV.
Currently this includes streaming devices from Roku and Amazon Fire. Smart TVs from Samsung, Vizio, LG and
Sony are following soon with either the integrated App or support of AirPlay 2.
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Apple TV Channels
Slowly growing in selected markets
Apple TV Channels launched in March 2019 and the breadth and volume of channels has been slowly and randomly increasing across
different global markets. With the launch of Apple TV+ they have gone so far as to place the service alongside other Apple TV Channels.
Apple TV Channels (available in selected markets globally)
*

*
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* Denotes not yet launched

*

*

*

*

Apple TV+
Key Facts

$4.99/£4.99 monthly fee
Seven-day free trial
One year free with new hardware purchase
Six Family Members able to access
Download & watch offline
4K HDR and Dolby Atmos
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Original stories from Apple TV+.
Thousands of movies to buy or rent.
Popular streaming services. It’s
personalised and expertly curated, so
you’ll discover the best of what’s on. And
it’s all in the new Apple TV app. On all your
screens. It’s the ultimate way to watch TV.

Apple TV+
Pricing
The service is priced cheaper than other
streaming players, with Apple offering a high
quality but low volume experience at $4.99 (US
pricing).

US Pricing for Streaming Services (US$)

14.99
12.99*

Disney’s pricing was already announced at a
significantly cheaper price-point than Netflix and
Amazon in the US, and is now beaten by Apple.

8.99
6.99
4.99

HBO Max, which launches in May 2020, will cost
the same as HBO Now, but will include
significantly more than just HBO content in the
offer.
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Source: Company Releases. *Netflix pricing is for Standard Plan in the US

Apple TV+
International Pricing
Netflix has always had a problem with affordability in some markets after following fairly rigid pricing internationally, and Apple
TV+ is equally cheaper on a global basis. There are exceptions with India where Netflix offers a mobile only plan at $2.80.

US
UK
India
Mexico
Brazil
Europe
Australia
UAE
Canada
Philippines
US$2
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US$4

US$6

US$8

Netflix Pricing based on Standard Plan. All pricing converted from local prices at prevailing exchange rate 31/10/19).

US$10

US$12

US$14

Apple TV+
Content Strategy
The Apple content strategy is still developing with a budget of $6 billion being reported for an undefined period.
Full Box Sets are not immediately available for all series but the premiere episodes are available for free.
The plan for films is even less clear. They have a partnership with Studio A24, and have purchased global rights to
a handful of movies (e.g. The Elephant Queen, Wolfwalkers and Hana). They have publicly stated they want “six
movies per year” and “are targeting Oscar winners” but other than that the commitment is unknown. They are
releasing films in US Theatres first, but current announcements indicate very short Theatrical releases (10-60 days
before online release).
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Sources: Company releases

Apple TV+
Content Pipeline
Apple has significant content in development but at launch volumes are limited, with only 9 TV titles available and 1 film.
Title

Genre

Dickinson (01/11)
For All Mankind (01/11)
Ghostwriter (01/11)
Helpsters (01/11)
The Morning Show (01/11)
Snoopy in Space (01/11)
See (01/11)

Sci-Fi drama
Family mystery
Kids
Comedy-drama
Animation
Sci-Fi drama

Oprah's Book Club (01/11)
The Elephant Queen (01/11)
Truth Be Told (01/11)
Servant (21/11)
Hala (Dec 19)
Amazing Stories
Calls
Central Park
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Period comedy

Book club

Title
Wolfwalkers

Genre
Film - Cartoon

Title

Genre

Swagger!

Drama

Defending Jacob

Drama

CIA Drama [Brie Larson]

Drama

Foundation

Sci-Fi

[Damien Chazelle]

Drama

Home

Docuseries/Lifestyle

[Oprah Winfrey/Prince Harry]

Docuseries

Home Before Dark

Mystery drama

[Simon Kinberg/David Weil]

Sci-Fi Drama

Lisey's Story

Horror drama

My Glory Was I Had Such Friends

Drama

Little America

Comedy-drama

The Banker (31/01/20)

Film - Drama

Little Voice

Comedy-drama

On the Rocks (mid 2020)

Film - Drama

Film - Documentary

The Mosquito Coast

Drama

Alabama (d)

Comedy

Legal drama

My Glory Was I Had…

Drama

False Flag (d)

Thriller

Thriller
Film - Drama
Anthology

Mythic Quest
Pachinko
Prehistoric Planet (BBC)

Comedy

Losing Earth (d)

Docuseries

Drama

Mr. Corman (d)

Comedy-drama

Docuseries

Time Bandits (d)

Fantasy

Thriller/Drama

Vital Signs

Drama

[Colleen McGuinness] (d)

Animated Comedy

Shantaram

Drama

Masters of Air (d)

Comedy
Limited Drama

Source: Apple Releases. (dd/mm) represents availability date were know, (d) In development. Names in square brackets are talent attached to unnamed shows. (September 2019)

Apple TV+
Content Trailers
Apple TV launched a YouTube channel in Early 2019 to start teasing shows, with
nine series and one film currently having trailers available, and more coming (all
clips are linked here).
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Note: Links valid as of Nov 1st 2019

Apple TV
Wrap Up
Apple TV+ is priced cheaper than other players and offers a low volume, high quality
experience focussed only on originals. Their plan seems to be to use Apple TV+
to grow services revenues and encourage device sales with a one-year free
subscription. Producing premium, thought provoking content may also be Apple’s
attempt to strengthen their brand as a modern, responsible and progressive entity.
Apple do not appear to be trying to compete with Netflix, Disney+, HBO Max etc.
but they will have to compete for talent. The Morning Show and See are thought to
cost $10-15m per episode, so a multi-Billion-dollar content budget will be
needed. And as early reviews show, big budgets are not a guarantee for hit shows.
We will be watching developments closely to track Apple’s continued investment in
premium content.
We can help you.
3Vision help clients build highly successful content businesses through a range of expert consultancy
services. We combine intelligent trend analysis and deep industry experience to give your business
expert insight. Our strategic advice is drawn from first-had experience and real world success.
If you would like a presentation of these results and our insights to your team, please get in touch.
+44 1225 636 200
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contact@3vision.tv

www.3vision.tv

@3Vision

"It's not whether Netflix wins and we lose,
or we win and they win. Many people use
multiple services and we are trying to
become one of them."
Tim Cook, CEO, Apple Inc.

